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01  San Siro Stadiumsit



The Giuseppe Meazza stadium 
is located in the San Siro  
district of Milan. What a magical 
place! We reach the tribunes 
by a large spiral column, where 
we feel the first songs 
resound. 
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The Giuseppe Meazza stadium is located in  
the San Siro district of Milan. A magical place! 
We reach the tribunes by a large spiral  
column, where we feel the first songs resound. 
Inside the experience is optimal, the terraces  
offer the supporter a perspective with an unu-
sual point of view, very close to the ground, 
in communion with the eld. The galleries are 
made up of closely packed seats where  
one feels in touch with the fervor of supporting 
neighbors. We chose to keep this line as a  
starting point for our project: A seat that meets 
the minimum dimensions for an approved  
Fifa / Uefa seat and also brings what is lacking 
to the seat currently on the market: an ethics  
of materials, a comfort for a mobile supporter, 
a more symbolic representation of the  
stadium seat, a seat that accepts vandalism… 
and one of the most important points to  
us, a formal language referring to the San Siro 
stadium.

The idea is to use recycled polypropylene beads. 
Company c2p is specialized in recycling  
recovers car batteries, flower pots, pipes, car 
bumpers and other polypropylene items 
and gives them a second life in the form of tiny 
polypropylene beads. Today, 80% of stadium 
seats are made of polypropylene. It is therefore 
possible to collect 60 000 used stadiums seats 
and to crush, grind, clean and reinforce them, in 
order to obtain a raw material available to 
create a new generation of seats.

The numbers that indicate the position of each 
spectator are directly molded into the  
seat using 2mm inserts, like an embossing. This 
facilitates the visibility of the supporters  
seat. The readability is therefore excellent at 5 
or 10 meters, but from far the numbers do  
not affect the visual environment of the stage 
that the architect wishes to impulse. The  
idea of having big numbers is also symbolic : it 
express the importance of each supporter,  
the role he plays in relation of what each player 
brings on the eld. Usually the numbers are 

San Siro

Material

Seat Numbering

small pellets screwed into the seats that fade 
or come loose. According to the new Fifa  
regulations, it is not allowed to have more than 
20 seats between each row of stairs. The  
numbers for the seats therefore always range 
from 1 to 20.

Seats are often curved to allow water to drain, 
however only 10% of the stadium seats are  
not covered and even with large curves the wa-
ter stagnates on the spot. These curves  
negatively affect the comfort of the viewer who 
is as pushed to not move. While preserving 
curves to drain the water, we propose a less  
curved seating and more conducive to the  
rotation of the spectator who follows the action 
 or who falls back on his seat after a goal.  
The format corresponds to the minimum dimen- 
sions set by FIFA : 400 x 450 x 350mm.

The seat is fixed on a tubular structure. The 
idea here is to reinforce the seat at critical 
points in case of vandalism. Thus, a magnetic 
screw system makes it possible to hide 
the connection screws in order to make the 
separation of the seat impossible, while  
at the same time it makes it possible to install 
the seats more quickly during the installa- 
tion or disassembly which can take place in 
case of special events like concerts. After  
several tests, the final prototype will be casted 
in Polyurethane with a 3-parts mold.
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Drawing ideas for water use  
in city, public baths and home. 
-1- Shower at the beach, solar 
pool, sauna using building heat
-2- How to transform a big  
room with light chains of shower 
-3- Bathroom fully dedicated 
to shower
02  Water City Public Bath Home 
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My first drawings for the Vitra’s 
workbays system trace  
long extrusuions… Opening the 
possibility of a second floor.  
This chapter is a research of new 
functionalities for librairies,  
offices and airports. 
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A different 
reading 

A big furniture in the center of a workspace  
in universities, wich could create a wall  
to divide the space. Point of research, to find 
some specific books and keep working at  
the desk, or take a rest in the armchair around. 
Hight point of reading and focus, by visually 
hiding surroundings, new point of view of the 
space. 

Relax and focus, height and hiding can put the 
reader in the best condition to break a hard 
day of work, or keep working with sensations 
of a different area. 

Library books linked with the field of suties, 
full of newspaper and magazines. 

Context_librairies 
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Down. 







Proposition of an hight point of work that fits 
for team working, and direct communication. 
The users can see far away without seing people 
and furniture around. The wall could also  
have a window to communicate or interact with 
surroundings (as on the image). The height 
could permit to have another point of view and 
light, intimacy without a wall directly in front 
of the eyes wich is often the case in open space 
furniture. 

Big desk team to exchange ideas, things and 
datas. The users can see far away without  
seing people around. Adjusting the height of 
the felt could permit to communicate  
and see the general scene or fully close it. 

Hang personnal belongings, leave a suitcase, 
charge battery, lockers. Stock documents, files 
and datas related to work session. 

Context_office 
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Capsule The “hotel capsule” aims to enrich the lives  
of working people. The structure would  
occupy a place in either an airport or office ; 
the concept is to allow someone to  
privatise an enclosure in an otherwise busy  
or possibly frenetic environment so as  
to read a book in peace, rest between lights, 
enter into a virtual world to watch game,  
conduct a conference talk online or even get  
a good night’s sleep. The Capsule is 
equiped with a beamer and a screen wich 
could be interpreted as a window to  
escape to our reality, symbolise a virtual world 
or work as a light to read a book. Each 
doors (ground, first) contain a large mattress, 
shelf space, a cushion and a blanket. I wish 
to create these pieces from fabric, due to the 
beauty of its colour, and in the hope of  
creating for the consumer the most comfortable 
environment possible. This will allow them  
to become fully immersed in the enjoyment of 
the tasks they wish to complet.
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“At the end of a workshop led by Camille Blin 
and Erwan Bouroullec, the ECAL Master  
Product Design students present projects 
around the Workbays office layout  
systems created by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec 
and published by Vitra. Together with  
new functionalities, these prospective work  
environments are presented here  
in preview, then will take the direction of the  
Festival Parade Toulon from 29 June  
to 24 September 2017”

Gallery ELAC
Exhibitions







Some details objects I like. 
Workshop skills head of T, rug-
byball grip, chair bracket,  
used staircase, violin mouth- 
piece, credit card, curve,  
corniche kennedy bench, woo-
den chisel handle 
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05  Water source



It was unbearably hot, around 
38 degrees. I sat at a bench 
to observe the scene. Despite 
his efforts and his waving  
arm, the thousands of people 
passing before him didn’t  
seem to give him any attention. 
He decided to take a break.
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Sensitiv to the fact than drink in the street  
is not spontaneous or socialy hardly accepted, 
the convenience of plastic bottle is now  
the lens of the reflex. ading of their presence 
escape us, because we don t feel concerned  
by massive element represent glory of the past, 
or cheap street furniture wich are limited  
to their strict functionality miss of readibility. 
The Geyser fountain is a water source pra- 
tical and symbolic for the city. As a statue it act 
as sculptural element of architecture visible 
from far away around wich people can refresh 
themselves, lay for a moment, make appoint-
ments, where childrens can run around… The 
height of the element establish a central  
representation of water in the landscape.  
A water line flows continiously to allow  
everyone to drink, wet their face or fill their 
bottle : A public access to consumption  
identifiable, open and hygienic. On the top,  
a water jet interpret the gushing of a  
geyser and represent water as a living things.  
It symbolises the power, the internal energy 
of the city’s water system than people observ, 
identify and could trust. Representation  
social debout, libre.

When we do not know our surroundings we give 
ourselves less freedom, we are more  
cautious and retain more and more our gestures 
to become stiff and formalists. A simple  
gesture like drinking a fountain attracts atten- 
tion because it is accomplished in a  
public context. Drinking often involves a tilt  
of the body, eyes lowered, face hidden 
from view, synonymous with submission. The 
feeling of this position is physically and  
symbolically uncomfortable.The need to drink, 
the refreshing and healthy experience of  
this act becomes then reduced to something 
not natural, which is not suitable for our  
dynamics and our displacements. People feel 
safer behind a physical barrier. If a social  
situation is threatening, the need is immediately 
felt to build a rampart.

One summer morning I walked in the district  
of Aooyama in Tokyo. It was 8 am. At a  
cross section a raised arm caught my attention.  
A man with a vest and a red cap was selling  
a magazine called « the Big Issue ». I continued 
walking for some hours ; when I returned to  
the same spot at around 2pm, I saw the same 
man who hadn’t moved since 6 in the mor- 
ning. It was unbearably hot, around 38 degrees. 
I sat at a bench to observe the scene.  
Despite his efforts and his waving arm, the 
thousands of people passing before him  
didn’t seem to give him any attention. After 20  
minutes, he decided to take a break, going  
into a nearby supermarket. Following him, I saw 
to my great surprise that he was filling a  
plastic bottle with water from the toilets. This 
simple scene pushed me to reflect on our  
relationship to water. I was shocked by the lack 
of accessible water in the city, and I realised 
how important a drinking fountain could be in 
creating a sense of belonging in a street.  
Those model are very first intention about a 
drinking fountain project. 

Geyser 
A source of water 

Comfort in public 
space 

Starting point
Tokyo 
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